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The Department of Anatomy, Tagore Medical College and hospital,
organized a Hybrid NATIONAL CONFERENCE - SURECON 2022 with
EXPLORA VISION CONTEST on 04.11.2022. We nearly had 270 registrations
(delegates and students) from various other departments & institutions, both in
online and offline platforms.
The Inauguration ceremony started with a graceful welcome dance by our
first year M.B.B.S students, Thamizh-thai vaazthu, Lighting of the Kuthuvilaku
and felicitation of the dignitaries. Dr.D.H.Gopalan, Vice-Principal I/C, Professor &
Head of Anatomy Department, gave a warm welcome address to the august
gathering. The Key-note address was given by our Dean Dr. J.Muthukumaran sir.
Medical Superintendent Dr. R.Karunanithi sir & Dr.Krishna Manoharan, Advisor
of Tagore medical college & Hospital conveyed their warm wishes for the success
of the conference.
Our Organizing secretary, Dr.D.H.Gopalan sir, unfolded the main event of
this conference i.e EXPLORA VISION competition – “Just Imagine the future”, a
research oriented contest, which aims to kindle creativity in the younger

generation. The inauguration ended with a Video on the Journey of the SURECON
2022 and the best entries of online competitions like Explora Vision, Photography
& meme competition were displayed. Our first speaker, Dr. Antara Banerjee,
elaborated on the various types of research designs and Do’s & Dont’s during a
research. Our second speaker, Dr P.Kalaiselvi- emphasized the importance, value
and oversight of research in the field of medicine.

Our next speaker, Dr I.Kannan, gave us a talk on “How to write a proposal
for ICMR- STS program”, wherein he detailed the importance, schedule, process
and Do’s & Dont’s while writing a STS –project. Following lunch, the conference
proceeded with an online lecture by, Dr Mario Vas. He enlightened the gathering
about “The student researchers in the history of medical research and what we can
learn from them”.

There were two offline competitions (Body painting & Turn coat – Block &
Tackle) which took place simultaneously during the conference. Students from
various institutions showed an enthusiastic participation in both these events. The
conference was concluded with the valediction ceremony for both the online &
offline competitions. The winners of Photography, Meme, Body painting & Turn
coat competitions were awarded with Memento & certificate of appreciation. And
the winner of the star event - Explora Vision was awarded a cash prize of
Rs.10,000/- (Mr..Jaiprakash Suresh Gurav,3rd year M.B.B.S ,AFMC,Pune) and the
runner ups were given Rs. 8000/- (Miss. Nafeesah Fathima.S & Miss. Varshika
T.R,1st year,TMCH) & Rs.5000/- (Mr. Shriram Sakinsu,1st year,TMCH )
respectively. Mr. C. Shakthi Ram, M.B.B.S student of batch 2021, was bestowed
as the winner of the Medal exam in the subject of Anatomy and was honored with
a certificate of Appreciation and a medal.
To assess the quality of the programme, filled in pre-test, post-test &
feedback questionnaires were obtained from all the delegates. The conference
concluded with a Vote of thanks and National Anthem.
We extend our heartfelt gratitude to our Chairperson & Secretary – Tagore
Educational trust, Dean & Medical Superintendent – Tagore Medical College &
Hospital, for their kind support and guidance in making this event a grand success.
We also thank other department HOD’s, faculties, Judges of various competitions
& students who graced the occasion.

